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Stuart Davis

AN AMERICAN IN PARIS

Of the many American artists who went to Paris in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, most came

as young students to absorb the latest avant-garde styles.

The case of Stuart Davis ( 1892-196 1 ) . however, is dif-

ferent. \^ hen he set sail in May 1928. he was thirty-five

years old and had already proved himself an accomplished

Cubist painter with his recently completed Eggbeater

series. In Paris, he remained essentially a Cubist painter,

unaffected by the avant-garde styles then predominant

—

Surrealism and various forms of geometric abstraction.

For this reason. Davis' Paris sojourn, in the eyes of some

critics, interrupted the progress of his art. "Seduced" by

his surroundings, as Brian O'Doherty put it. Davis "con-

fected idealized stage sets for a nostalgic musical of an

American artist in Paris." Those who view Davis' art as a

march toward abstraction have therefore found no place

for his more realistic Paris paintings.

George Gershwin wrote An American in Paris in the very

year that Davis arrived in the City of Light. The artist's

trip to Paris was financed by Gertrude Vanderbilt

Whitney, whose \^ hitney Studio Club ( forerunner of the

Whitney Museum ) frequently exhibited his works. In

return for this stipend. Mrs. Whitney received three of his

paintings, including one of the finest of his Paris street-

scapes. Place Pasdeloup.

Aware of the high level of achievement his Eggbeater

paintings represented. Davis brought two of them to Paris.

hoping to impress the French. He told a funny story about

the paintings being inspected at customs and passed

through with the explanatory word "Cubism" ; this

"pleasantly terse exchange confirmed my view that I had

come to the right place." Paris streets and cafes became

his only theme, just as he had the year before focused

exclusively on still-life motifs. But in responding to the

charm of the city. Davis was also making a calculated

decision about the potential of Cubism, for the principal

Cubists had not treated the urban cityscape. Picasso.

Braque. Gris. and Leger had painted mostly still lifes, and

secondarily the figure, but rarely treated deep exterior

space. Juan Gris. one of the few who had been able to unite

interior and exterior views in the Synthetic Cubist syntax,

had just died the year before, leaving a gap in the Cubist

ranks that Davis may have hoped to fill.

Davis moved into 50. rue Vercingetorix, the vacant Mont-

parnasse studio of his friend from New York, the Cubist

painter Jan Matulka. He began by sketching and painting

neighborhood scenes, as he explained in one of his first

letters from Paris: "A street of the regular French working

class houses of 100 years ago is always interesting be-

cause they are all different in regard to size, surface,

number of windows, etc. There are a lot of such streets

near where I live." 1 He was also entranced by the cafes,

and lived a short walk from La Coupole and Le Dome,

two renowned cafes where artists congregated. "The

pauper can go to The Coupole . . . and sit all night for a
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Cafe Table ("Bottin"), 1928-29

6 cent coffee-cream [as in the sketch A La Coupole].

write all the letters he wants to on cafe stationery and

play chess or cards in the hargain. Thousands do this.

There is nothing like it in America." 2

Davis also wandered all over Paris in search of pictorial

themes. Perhaps his favorite site was the Place des Vosges,

across the Seine on the Right Bank. '"The Place des \ osges.

a small square surrounded by beautiful houses of Louis

XIII design . . . built around 1 600. . . . On one is a sign.

Victor Hugo lived in this house from 1833 to 1 843." 3

Davis did a sketch of this house, recording the information

on Hugo's residence in the margin (Study for Place des

Vosges No. 1

)

. and another view from a few steps farther

into the square, bringing the pissoir on the right into the

foreground. Both views became paintings (Place des

Vosges No. 1 and No. 2 i in tones of gray, beige, and tan

accompanying his typical Paris pink and powder blue,

along with accents of vivid red. These views of the

arcaded square are among the finest of the Paris works

and demonstrate the success of his application of Syn-

thetic Cubist space to a depopulated urban vista. Equally

important, however, was his experimentation with airy,

light hues, a delightful palette that seems to defy serious

consideration, ^et these ethereal hues are solidified with

a thick paint application, often done with a palette knife,

as well as with the occasional addition of sand to the

pigment.

The sketch Cafe Table ("Bottin' J was done under the ar-

cades of the Place des \ osges. arcades which may have

struck Davis for their natural resemblance to those in

Giorgio de Chirico's cityscapes. which were then in vogue

in Paris. Unlike the Italian painter, however. Davis did

not emphasize the straight plunge of the architecture

toward the horizon, but rather accordioned the facades

into a compressed space.

One of Davis' first contacts in Paris was a friend from

Gloucester. Massachusetts, the writer Elliot Paul. In his
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Seltzer and Water Bottles (La Cressonee), 1928

first letter home. Davis reported. "Elliot Paul received

us cordially and showed us many things. . . . Paul is

going to take me to Picasso's studio soon." 4 That meeting

apparently never took place, but Paul, as an editor of the

important avant-garde magazine transition, did play a

key role during Davis' Paris sojourn. He authored the first

important article surveying Davis' work, which appeared

in the October 1928 issue of transition, with one of the

first Paris paintings. Hotel de France, gracing the cover.

It was also probably Paul who arranged Davis' visit with

the prominent Cubist Fernand Leger : "He showed me all

his newest work. Very strong. Next day he came to see my
work. He liked the Egg Beaters very much and said they

showed a concept of space similar to his latest develop-

ment. . . . He thought the street scenes I am doing here too

realistic for his taste but said they were drawn with fine

feeling. He invited me to send something to a show he is

organizing in January." 5

In the same letter. Davis mentions having sent "two tem-

peras [i.e., gouaches], an oil and a lithograph to the

Downtown Gallery in New York for a planned show of

'American Painters in Paris.' " This is the earliest refer-

ence to the lithographs Davis made in Paris, probably,

like most expatriate artists, at the Atelier Edmond
Desjobert. The following month the gallery paid Davis

ten dollars each for two unspecified lithographs. The

gallery records also reveal that the gouaches Davis men-

tioned were probably Rue de Seine and Statue, Paris, the

breezy sketch of an equestrian monument with the flag-

laden department store Samaritaine in the background.6

William Agee has suggested that the monument is the

bronze of Henry IV. which stands in a small park at the

western tip of the He de la Cite, where it is crossed by the

Pont Neuf. As in Davis' Study for Statue, Paris, the actual

monument shows the king with both hands on the reins.

Edith Halpert. director of the Downtown Gallery, prob-

ably played a role in encouraging Davis to produce

lithographs. In these early years of the gallery, she dealt

primarily in prints and drawings, which she distributed

to New York book dealers and small print shops. She may
well have asked Davis to do prints in Paris, which also

would have been easier to mail back than paintings.

By the fall of 1928. Davis was full of optimism and was

working well. But he confessed to his father that he had

spent most of the Whitney stipend and needed more

money to stay on. "Since I am working so well here, under

conditions impossible to duplicate in N.Y., I consider that

the only sane thing to do is to stay long enough to get the
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A La Coupole. 1928-29

full benefit of the trip." 7 Through Elliot Paul he met a

famous expatriate writer and collector of Cubist art

:

"Gertrude Stein came to see my paintings. . . . And I went

to her place and saw all her Picasso and Gris paintings.

I am going again tomorrow night. I think she will buy one

of mine." 8 Though Stein opened the doors of her legend-

ary salon to Davis, it was at a time when her collecting

activities had all but ceased. Yet with his sales to Halpert,

some additional funds from his parents and from Juliana

Force, who directed the Whitney Studio Club for Mrs.

Whitney. Davis was able to remain in Paris for almost

another year.

The winter of 1928-29 put a temporary damper on Davis'

spirits, and he did not stay for a second one. "The weather

here is terrible

—

cold, wet and dark.''' he wrote. "Every-

body here has flu. colds, etc."* 9 Still the art scene was

active for an American artist in Paris. Jules Pascin. one

of the artists in Halpert's "Americans in Paris" show, was

there, as was Alexander Calder. who had arrived in Paris

in the fall of 1928 and settled on the rue Cels. near Davis'

studio. The two must have met. since both frequented the

main Montparnasse cafes for artists and writers, and

Davis attended the opening of an exhibition of Calder's

wood sculptures. Mrs. Andree Ruellan. then a young

painter and Davis' next door neighbor, recalls that many

artists lived in the small studios in the alley off rue Ver-

cingetorix ; she remembered Calder visiting for lunch on

his bicycle, as well as soirees at Jules Pascin's studio in

Montmartre. 10 The sculptor Isamu Noguchi. in Paris on a

Guggenheim grant, later wrote: "For the American group,

of which I became a part, there was an enclave on the Rue

Vercingetorix, with Andree Ruellan. Stuart Davis. Morris

Kantor. and Beno." 11 Marsden Hartley, then a senior

figure among American painters, also visited Davis—he

"came to see me today. He lives here all the time. Liked

my work and will see him at supper later." 12 Shortly

thereafter, the painter Niles Spencer, whom Davis dubbed

"Suspenders." took him to Harry's Bar "to meet a guy

named [Hilaire] Hiler. . . . Interesting man ;
paints, dec-

orates, runs cabarets and plays the piano exceptionally

well. He has the genuine spirit of ragtime music and when

he played the piano in the bar. several vaudeville stars did

some classy steps. He came to my place and liked my
work." 13

Another of Davis' old friends who turned up in Paris was

the writer Robert Carlton Brown. "Brown has taken apart-

ments in the Palais Royal," he reported, and later em-

bellished : "Bob and Rose Brown of The Musses days



arrived from Brazil via China with forty trunks." 14 Refer-

ence to Brown is cleverly scratched into the right-hand

wall of Rue Lipp. on a poster advertising his poems.

Brown's imagistic poems, evolved from the example of

Guillaume Apollinaire's Calligrammes, may have prodded

Davis to make Rue Lipp into a word-picture. The simple

phrases, especially cognate words, of Davis' limited

French often appear in his Paris scenes, but never to the

extent as in this work.

Among Davis" Paris paintings. Rue Lipp is the one that

most extensively incorporates imagery from separate

drawings, which are shown here for the first time. As with

other Paris views. Davis made an overall sketch of the

streetscape. He then placed in the foreground the objects

in Seltzer and Water Bottles, and the stein and table in the

lower half of Biere Hatt. The writing on the mug in Biere

Hatt reinforces the optical pun of a top hat seen in the

form of the beer and its saucer. The inscription "marble,

red orange middle with dark red lines and It. yel.

areas'" below the drawing proves that the somewhat am-

biguous pink striated plane at the bottom of Rue Lipp is

indeed a marble cafe table placed just in front of the

spectator. Thus we have a cafe-sitter's view of the stage-

set space of the street and its passing spectacle. Typically,

Davis manages to convey this without any' figures to dis-

tract from the architectonics of the space enclosed by the

buildings and wall at the right.

The additive process by which Davis composed Rue Lipp

was unusual for him. Normally, he made a pencil sketch,

often with detailed notations, which he then turned into

an oil in the studio. Compare, for instance, the charming

Blue Cafe with its preparatory drawing (the so-called

Study for Au Bon Coin I . which Davis follows very closely

in the buildings, windows, and shutters, and departs from

only slightly in the typography and curl of the smoke. The

major change is the appearance of an enigmatic "8" on

the musical staff in the sky. perhaps an allusion to a

particular street address.

Davis also produced drawings which did not lead directly

to paintings. He completed one sixteen-page sketchbook

with several cafe scenes that were not repeated in oils,

among them Cafe Table ("Bottin" ) in the Place des

Vosges. On the other hand, the Study for Rue Lipp ap-

pears on the last page of this sketchbook : and three other

sketchbook drawings exhibited here did serve as studies

for paintings. The photograph of Davis seated with Porte

St. Martin shows that he would tack such working draw-

ings to the wall of his studio. In this photo, sketches for
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Child's Wall Drawing. 1929

the Rue des Rats and Rue de I'Echaude are tacked up

behind Porte St. Martin, with a version of the Eggbeater

No. 1 painting partly seen at upper left.

Davis returned to New York on the maiden voyage of the

5. 5. Bremen in August 1929. He always intended to make

another trip to Paris; several months before his departure

he had written : "If I have to go back to the U.S. this year

(which I don't want to do I I will hold show in New York

in good season of year & get enough money to come back

here again." 15 In New York in the fall of 1929. Edith

Halpert handled the drawings and lithographs Davis

brought back. Rue du Maine (Street in Paris), one of

his typically painterly gouaches, was among a large group

of works bought by Mrs. John D. Rockefeller in October.

This was the main sale from the works Davis had in the

Downtown Gallery's "Americans Abroad"' exhibition,

held in the fall of 1929. In December, impressions of Hotel



de France, apparently Davis' most popular lithograph,

were sold to Mrs. Charles Russell and Martin Schwab,

and to Donald Desk) . the famous designer who in 1932

would commission Davis to paint a mural for Radio City

Music Hall.

A one-man show of Davis' Paris paintings, subtitled

"Hotels and Cafes." opened at the Downtown Gallery in

January 1930. Reviews were not extensive, but were

mildly positive. Lloyd Goodrich gave faint praise: "His

color is clear, bold and stimulating, and he knows how to

play interestingly with contrasts of shapes and surfaces.

Considered purely as decorative patterns, his pictures are

attractive." 16 The show was a mixed success financially,

with only four of the thirteen oils sold. The Depression

seemed to be having an effect on art sales and Davis did

not earn enough money to go back to Paris.

Paris motifs continued to flourish in the works Davis pro-

duced in the months after his return, among them memory

images such as Avenue du Maine, depicting the street at

which the rue Vercingetorix terminated. Davis" painting

features a local cafe, with the printed lettering biere on

the awning reversed, as it would be when viewed from the

inside. Davis' inclination to reverse lettering may also

reflect his first efforts at lithography, made during the

Paris trip, which required him to letter backwards on

the lithographic stone. He also began to amalgamate

segments of Paris works, such as Porte St. Martin and

Place Pasdeloup, in a series of small canvases, executed

during the winter of 1929-30. all of them subtitled New

York—Paris. New York gradually won out as 1930

progressed, but the French experience continued to

influence Davis' art.

The Paris pictures above all reveal Davis' consolidation

of a stagelike space, often with a centralized architectural

focus, a device he used in many later paintings. These

also represent Davis* first sustained group of Cubist city-

scapes and, as such, are forerunners of his better-known

New York views of the 1930s. What Davis termed "the

human scale" of Paris provided the transition for him

from the rural landscape of Gloucester to the unadul-

terated "impersonal urban dynamics" of New York. He

did not paint the major monuments of Paris, with the

exception perhaps of the gouache Institut de France.

Rather. Davis' Paris was one of the delimited local square,

with its neighborhood tobacco shop or cafe, which pro-

vided both a ready-made spatial structure and a sense of

specific locale that he continued to explore in his

Manhattan scenes.

In 1940-41. Davis produced no new compositions, but

rather returned to earlier motifs to experiment with his

color-space theory—how colors advance or recede in

space. He took at least two of his Paris compositions, in-

cluding Rue Lipp. simplified them and gave them new

colors and non-Parisian titles.

In 1945. James Johnson Sweeney selected eight of the

original Paris paintings as an important grouping in the

Davis retrospective he organized at The Museum of

Modern Art. New York. In the catalogue, Sweeney lauded

the "structural sophistication" and "lyric freshness" in

these works, while the influential critic Clement Green-

berg hailed them as "the most important work [Davis] has

yet done. . . . They are of their kind perfect."

By the 1950s. Paris was a distant, yet poignant mem-

ory for Davis, who had never managed to make a return

trip. Removed from the latest developments among

younger American painters, he found his thoughts some-

times turning to the conviviality of his Paris sojourn, and

he reintroduced French words in his pictures and titles.

In 1953 he wrote, "I am strictly a European (French,

that is I man myself, altho forced by birth and circum-

stance to live in the American Art Desert as exile. And

then of course the "Europe' I mentally dwell in no longer

exists in actuality." 17

Contact with Carlton Brown seems to have inspired a

return to Rue Lipp. the most frequently recycled Paris

composition. It recurs first in the bright, Christmas colors

of Study for The Paris Bit. begun in 1957, which ulti-

mately became an independent variant of a larger canvas,

the Whitney Museum's The Paris Bit of 1959. The latter

was done in the blue, white, and red of the French flag,

plus funereal black in memory of Brown, who passed away

in August 1959. The Paris Bit is even more of a word-

picture than the earlier Rue Lipp, with a typographic

density that parallels contemporaneous experiments in

concrete poetry. Rather than the straight-edged color

planes of the original version, Davis overlays jigsawed

contours which flatten the space to that of a page.

The French impulse extended to the works of the early

1960s, such as the appropriate complet emblazoned on the

painting Standard Brand, and even to his last painting,

which includes the word fin. Hence Davis' "mental"

France, his memory of a fifteen-month stay in Paris,

sustained him to the end.

LEWIS KACHUR
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Stuart Davis in his Paris studio, 1929
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The works in this exhibition were selected by Lewis

Kachur, Guest Curator.
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